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Located in the cozy and inviting lap of the Western Ghats and the Serene Arabian Sea, the state of
Kerala has occupied a special place in tourism field. It is one of the most sought after and the most
preferred destinations one can visit and explore with luxury, comfort and with unique experience that
every single visitors will cherish for long long time.

It is one of the most sought after destination and no wonder tourists from all over the world come
here to enjoy vacation with outstanding experiences and memories to relish. It is one of the most
preferred holidaying destination as one can see and explore so many captivating places of tourist
interest as well as the exciting facets of Kerala tourism.

Kerala has its own charm and beauty and no wonder it is visited by tourists from all over the world.
Its backwater and its beautiful charming beaches are outstanding beautiful and allures thousands
and hundreds of tourists from all over the world. It has exciting sightseeing spots like Munnar,
Idduki, Devikulam, and exhilarating wildlife parks and sanctuaries that entice tourists with its
beguiling charm and beauty.

So if you are looking for a fun-filled and charming tourism destination in India to enjoy and have
some fun with your special someone, Kerala is truly the best place for you all. It is amazingly gifted
by the nature and holds some of the finest tourism attractions that are truly charming and
fascinating. So what are you looking for?

Talking more about tourism and the exciting tourist interest that Kerala holds, come and you will
explore so many exciting places of tourist interest that offer tourists with out of the world
experiences. Some of the exciting places of tourist interest that are worth to visit and explore during
Kerala India tour are Munnar, Devikulam, Wayanad, Cochin and Trivandrum.

More of all if you want to go for wildlife tours of wildlife safari in India, Kerala has so many
exhilarating and beguiling wildlife parks and sanctuaries that holds so many exotic species of
animals and birds. So going on for a wildlife tours in Kerala India will truly be an exciting experience
that one will love to treasure and experience to make it once in a lifetime opportunity. Among the
many wildlife parks and sanctuaries in Kerala, Periyar is considered to be the finest and the most
fascinating one visited by tourists and wildlife lovers from all over the world. Here tourist can not
only see to many species of birds and animals but at the same time enjoy cruise over the
picturesque Periyar Lake and capture the close view of the wild animals.

Well if  you love to enjoy beach  holidays and tour or want to enjoy various water sports and
activities, Kerala has so many charming and fascinating beaches that allow tourist to enjoy
wonderful time along the pristine and palm fringed beaches. Kerala beaches are globally recognised
and are the ideal place to enjoy various water sports and activities with immense pleasure and
delights. So come and visit to this charming state of Kerala and explore the exciting facets of Kerala
tourism with rewarding experiences.
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Manju Chandra is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. She has
authored many books on tour guide for  a Kerala tourism. For details visit 
a Kerala India tour .
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